NATIONAL USER STEERING GROUP FOR CANCER PEER REVIEW
Holiday Inn, Russell Square, Tuesday 23 June 2009 11a.m. to 4 p.m.

Minutes
Present:
Olga Janssen, User Reviewer (London) - Chair
Stephen Parsons, National Coordinator, National Team
Ruth Howkins, Deputy National Coordinator, National Team
Gerald Shenton, User Reviewer, (Central), co-opted member
Colin Sloane, User Facilitator, Yorkshire Cancer Network
Joan White, User Reviewer, (Central) - Vice chair
Evadney Gordon-Hill, User Reviewer, (London), co-opted, BME remit
Hugh Butcher, User Reviewer, (North)
John Chapman, User Reviewer, (North), co-opted member
Jeanette Smalley, User Facilitator, Lancashire & South Cumbria Cancer Network
Millie Forde, Assistant Quality Manager (North), Minute taker
Visitor:
Pat Mortimer, User Reviewer, (South), cover for Mike Vincent and Carolyn Morris
Ruth left after item 5 and Pat after item 7.
1. Introductions and Apologies
Jeanette and Millie were welcomed to their first meeting of the NUSG. Both will be
attending as members of the Group. Pat was thanked for acting as a representative for
the South zone at this meeting.
Apologies:
Andrianna Davis, Project Assistant, National Team
James Heasman, Quality Manager (South)
Naimisha Gohil, Assistant Quality Manager (Central)
Louise Wilson, Quality Manger (North)
Angela Hoyes, Quality Manager (London)
Lorraine Winship, Quality Manager (London)
Lynsey Honeyman, Assistant Quality Manger (North), maternity leave
Lisa Cunnington, Quality Manager (North)
Dave Ardron, User Reviewer, (North)
Carolyn Morris, User Reviewer (South)
Mike Vincent, User Reviewer (South)
Patricia Jupp, User Reviewer (London)
2.

Minutes of meeting 10/3/09
Page 3; item 8 – three additional reviewers have been recruited at Lancashire and South
Cumbria Cancer Network.
Otherwise the minutes were agreed to be an accurate record of the meeting.
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Progress on action points and outstanding matters arising
2.1

Item 3: Stephen said there is no progress on the appointment of a Network
Nurse Director to the Group at the moment but he may have an update at the
next meeting.
Action: Stephen to make enquiries for a Nurse Director representative to
join the Group.

2.2

Item 10. Copies of the presentation given by Ruth on national findings on
head & neck cancers at the NUSG meeting of 10 March were distributed at
this meeting.

2.3

Item 8. Revision of User Measures: A question was asked re the timescale for
the development of new user measures; Stephen said there is pressure on
the team to introduce a number of new and revised measures (Children &
Young Adults, Radiography and Chemotherapy). With limited resources it
was necessary to prioritise the workload. However, with the particular support
from Hugh Butcher it was hoped that the timescale for the production of a new
set of draft network user group measures might be brought forward to the
spring of 2010. Stephen pointed out that user measures should not been seen
in isolation and needed to be streamed through the existing measures for
MDTs / NSSGs.
It was also hoped that consideration could be given to the introduction of
patient/user measures at a locality group level.
It was noted that Ruth was trying to get a screen on CQuINs that will collate
all the different user measures and their state of compliance, which would be
of great help for gaining an overview of all user measures.

2.4

Item 6: Update re BME groups – no progress reported on this at present.

2.5

Item 2: User Vacancy: Following Kathy Finney’s resignation (Central), it was
noted that in consultation with the three Central user members, Pat Roberts
will now be representing Central (West), Joan White will be representing
Central (East) with Gerry Shenton (Central) becoming a co-opted member.
This leaves a vacancy for one more co-opted member, from any zone.
In accordance with the Group’s Terms of Reference for the selection of
members, the national coordinator and his deputy and the NUSG chair and
vice-chair had agreed that Olga should invite the first reserve from the
national ballot in May 2008 to join the Group, but had so far she had not
received a response.
In the event of this person declining, Olga asked the Group for their advice on
filling the co-opted user vacancy.
Stephen suggested that as we are about to introduce the Children and Young
Adult measures, it may be an opportunity to recruit someone who has an
interest in this area, or alternatively an interest in palliative care. The Group
agreed to postpone the recruitment until September, unless the person Olga
has tried to contact agrees to become a member. In that event it will still be
possible to invite representation of a particular interest on an ad hoc basis to
relevent meetings, as indicated in the Group’s Terms of Reference.
Post meeting: Christopher Hudson (London, first reserve from the ballot) has
accepted the invitation to become a co-opted user member. He is unable to
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attend the September meeting but can attend subsequent meetings. A mini
biography for Christopher was circulated to members electronically on 2 July
following his acceptance.

3. Review of User Measures at Network Level
Hugh Butcher presented the second draft of his issues paper titled “Service User
Involvement in Cancer Care”. It brings together national policies for service user
involvement, draws out key principles and practice and makes proposals for the
implications for Cancer Peer Review Network User Measures. The Group felt it was
an excellent paper. It was particularly helpful in the absence of any IOG for user
involvement. Colin advised that he had raised the issue with NICE regarding an IOG
for patient involvement some time ago, but had not received a response. Hugh
expressed his concerns regarding the possibility of delay should NICE become
involved at this stage.
Stephen and Ruth commented that a particular strength of Hugh’s paper was the
compilation of hard evidence from national policy, which is essential underpinning for
NCPR measures. National policy is equally the point of reference for performance
indicators for user involvement outside NCPR and it was important to have joined-up
thinking across all NHS programmes. In view of this, Stephen had arranged for Hugh
to give a presentation of his paper to the National Steering Group for user
involvement in cancer services commissioning.
Hugh tabled two documents to help summarise the document by the use of two
diagrams. The first diagram focused on Patient Care (what) and the second on
issues around User Partnership Groups (how). These documents are attached to
these minutes.
The Group thanked Hugh for his very helpful and logical presentation of the issues
and for the considerable work he had put into the paper.
Hugh commented that he had received a number of comments following his first draft,
which included:
 The need to address how people on benefits can become involved. How are
they able to receive the honorarium payment without it affecting their benefits?
There may be a need to seek help from Macmillan when looking at this issue.
 Constitution – need to have balanced membership, there had been a suggestion
of 45% users and 30% professionals, but perhaps we need to welcome any
interest rather than be too prescriptive re the ratio of members.
 The need to look at the work programme for user groups to include some
engagement in research. Perhaps one of the goals for a network partnership
group should be to look at clinical trials.
Information on how the user measures revision is to be taken forward is given under
item 6 in these minutes. It was noted that an Expert Group will be convened in early
August to advise on issues to be addressed in the revised measures.
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4. DVD for recruitment and training of user reviewers
The group were shown the DVD “Are you for Peer Review?” which is aimed at
helping to recruit and train users to become involved in the Peer Review Process,
both for external zonal visits and for internal network validation. The DVD project was
directed by Olga as an extension of the work of the training subgroup.
Olga explained that there are five sections to the DVD, and depending on how it is to
be used, either all or a selection can be shown. A transcript is available together with
a section on where to get more information and advice on suggested group activities.
The emphasis is that it is to be used as a resource for interactive engagement and
not just played to an audience.
The DVD will need to be marketed. It is proposed that the DVD will be available on
CQuINs with the associated activities and duplicates will be widely distributed,
including to Cancer Networks. Further information is given under item 6. of these
minutes.
After the showing of the DVD, Olga asked the group for comments:
The group were generally impressed with the DVD. They asked if additional
information could be added to the images of the users involved in the making of the
DVD. Concern was expressed as to what could be added just by seeing a
photograph of the people who had already been viewed in the DVD. Olga said that
the budget for the DVD had already been spent with many hours of additional gifted
time in the editing, but she would make enquires for including a voiceover with
additional information or for the information to be added as text. Some of the
background on the transcript was quite dark and made it difficult to view: perhaps the
background could be changed to white. The font size needs to be increased.
Post meeting: Following discussions between Stephen and Olga, it was decided that
the DVD should stand as seen. It fulfils its purpose as it is and the time taken and
additional expenditure to address these points would not be commensurate with any
benefits gained.
5. Annual Report of the NUSG:
The Group received and noted the contents of the second draft Annual Report, which
addressed points raised by members at the NUSG meeting on 10 March and now
covered the period March 2008 to June 2009.
The Group had suggested adding a section on issues and challenges, (now included
in the second draft,) together with appendices listing membership of the group and a
copy of a set of minutes. The Group were in favour of an appendix of members and
Olga proposed adding a short c.v. of user members. It was agreed that there would
be no appendix of sample minutes, but as of June 2009 minutes of NUSG meetings
would be made publically available on the CQuINS website.
The Group split into three subgroups under Joan’s guidance to consider one of the
Report’s issues: communication channels for users. Notes from their discussions
were passed to Joan for inclusion in the work stream, which met under item 6. in the
afternoon.
.
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Olga proposed the Annual Report should be circulated to: Members of the NUSG,
the National Steering Group, the NCPR team, Zonal officers, network user facilitators
and user reviewers. Colin and Jeanette both said that they would be prepared to
circulate it to other user facilitators.
Stephen advised that the National Steering Group were due to meet on Wednesday
1 July 2009 and he would like to table the annual report at this meeting. There was a
discussion about the report going onto CQuINs, in which case it would need to be
branded.
Olga asked for any comments for amendments to reach her by end of play Friday 26
June in time for the final copy to be prepared for tabling at the National Steering
Group on 1 July 2009.
Post meeting: Copy was formatted by Cynergy, the company which brands and prints
documentation in the NCPR house style, in time for tabling at the NSG meeting on
1 July. The report was circulated electronically to NUSG members on 2 July.
Actions:
1. Olga to circulate the report to zonal offices, with a request to send it
out to all zonal user reviewers.
2. Jeanette and Colin to send it to all user facilitators nationally.
3. Ruth to arrange for the Report and NUSG minutes from June 2009 to be put
on CQuINS.
6. Work programme June ’09 to May ’10
Following lunch, Group members divided into teams to draft action plans for the
following three workstreams:
1. An overhaul of user-involvement-specific measures at network level (led by Hugh)
2. Improving communication for user involvement in peer review (led by Joan)
3. Marketing the DVD “Are you for peer review?” (led by Olga)
A standard action plan grid was provided to record the workstream’s aims; its
intended outcomes; lead person(s) and supporting members; actions with target
completion dates; progress report; evaluation – how the outcome would be measured
and by when.
Each lead person was supplied with Terms of Reference for their team, which were
approved by Stephen.
There will be a standing item on progress of each working party at NUSG meetings.
Action:
1. Olga to liaise with absent NUSG members to invite them to join a working
group.
2. A standing item to be included on progress on each work stream on NUSG
agendas.
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7.

Series of quickies
7.1 User Involvement in Internal Validation – standing item
Members of the Group gave an update on their experience with regard to internal
validation. Whilst a few networks appeared to be preparing well, user involvement in
others was less planned or even non-existent.
Joan advised that, to her knowledge, following the merger of networks to form the
new Anglia Cancer Network, there are as yet no plans for patient involvement in
internal validation.
Jeanette advised that there had been four users involved in the internal validations in
the Lancashire and South Cumbria Network, one each for Upper GI, Skin,
Gynaecology, Urology. Recruitment of user reviewers has and continues to be an
issue.
Colin advised that the Yorkshire Cancer Network is due for Peer Review visits in
September. The Network is holding a training day for internal validation on the 13
July - 18 people have signed up to attend. The Network have always had good links
and have organised “away days” in the past. Colin has contacted all the local trusts
to advise that he can help with the recruitment of users for the internal validation part
of the review. There is no honorarium payment made for internal validation as this is
the responsibility of the locality. Facilitators have tabled the lack of payment in
respect of internal validation at their national meeting.
Gerry advised that in his Cancer Network, the clinicians did not appreciate fully the
role played by user reviewers and as such, the Cancer Manager at one Trust only
has picked one user to assist with their internal validation. Gerry was not aware of
other Trusts within the Network enlisting the help of user reviewers. No payments
were made to user reviewers for their assistance in internal validation, although Gerry
has been allocated budget of £4,000 by the local PCT for use in connection with the
Cancer Reform Strategy and other Public Health issues. There is not a coordinated
approach to user involvement in peer review within his Network (Greater Midlands).
Pat advised that James Heasman (South zone) offered CPR training, whilst
confirming that user reviewers should assist with the internal review process.
However, the recruitment had been left to trust cancer managers with advice to
approach the network if there was any difficult in recruiting. Pat confirmed that she
had undertaken most of the assessments herself although there were two other user
reviewers within her trust. Again, there had been no mention of payment for
assistance.
Evadney advise that she was not a member of a partnership group but was hoping to
join one.
Olga advised that a London network had held a training day which had been open to
all users in the London region, for which she had offered her assistance, but the offer
was declined and no use was made of experienced user reviewers to contribute to
the training. She considered this a missed opportunity. Olga’s own network had not
yet undertaken any training of its own for user reviewers.
Hugh suggested undertaking an audit to see how many user reviewers had been
involved with the internal validation process. Colin and Jeanette volunteered to put
together a template that can be used to audit the number of user reviewers nationally.
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Action: Colin and Jeanette to draft a proforma to use for audit of user reviewers
involved in internal assessment.

7.2 Recruitment leaflet, database update on user reviewers
Olga advised that a number of networks had requested copies of the recruitment
leaflet but had difficulty obtaining them. She had recommended that they contact
zonal offices. Stephen said he would check the position with regard the number of
leaflets in stock.
Olga reminded members that at the NUSG meeting on 25 November 2008 Lynsey
and Naimisha, under their user involvement remit, had indicated the intention of
developing a national user database and identifying a named person who would be
responsible for updating and facilitating it. Olga wondered what had happened with
regards inputting newly recruited user reviewers. Stephen said he would check the
progress regarding the database of user reviewers.
Actions:
1. Stephen to check on availability of recruitment leaflet.
2. Stephen to check on status of and responsibility for the user database.
7.3 Link user representatives on NUSG for user reviewers in zones
Olga reminded members that under our Terms of Reference, named NUSG user
members are charged with acting as link representatives for a given cohort of user
reviewers within their zone, and Evadney has this role for all BME user reviewers
nationally. This is both to facilitate contributions from all user reviewers to the NUSG
agenda and to enable consultation with zonal user reviewers on emerging issues.
Quality managers need to be asked to check with new user reviewers that it is
acceptable to share their contact details with the NUSG.
Action: Stephen to request via zonal offices the agreement of new zonal user
reviewers to share their contact details with NUSG.

7.4 Zonal advisory groups and user representation
It was noted that the previous Zonal Reference Groups have now been re-named
Zonal Advisory Groups (ZAG). There is provision for two user members on each, one
of whom should be a member of the NUSG. The North have established two groups
(one for the East which Hugh has attended as a user representative and one for the
West, which John has attended.) It was understood that ZAGs would be established
in the other zones once new Clinical Leads were in post. The Terms of Reference
(ToR) for ZAGs have been drafted and should be available soon.
Colin proposed that user issues should be a standing agenda item for the ZAGs.
Action: Stephen to put the proposal for a standing User Issues item on ZAGs’
agendas to the new national executive team.
7.5 Report on the conference “Patient Empowerment and Involvement”
Joan commented that there had been two very good presentations at the recent
conference she attended on “Patient Empowerment and Involvement”. Joan felt that
the presentation on Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs), as suggested by
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the Royal College of Surgeons, would link in well with the work Hugh was leading on
Measures for Service User Involvement in Cancer Care.
Joan reported that although this was the 8th annual conference on “Patient
Empowerment and Involvement”, there were attitudes present, which had little to do
with the subject of the conference, e.g. “it’s about volunteers filling in gaps in the
NHS”. The concept of Partnership between service providers and service users had
not been emphasized.
Joan recommended looking at The NHS Centre for Involvement website which is
www.nhscentreforinvolvement.nhs.uk. It lists accredited training and provides details
of useful publications. The group organisation is a consortium comprising The
University of Warwick, The Centre for Public Scrutiny, and National Voices and is
funded by the Department of Health
7.6 PRagmatic issue 3 and issue 4
A number of members took copies of issue 3 PRagmatic June 2009 to distribute
locally. Colin congratulated Olga on PRagmatic, which he had found useful and
informative. Suggested people to interview for later editions included one of the
newly appointed quality directors, Evadney - to help promote the issues for BME user
reviewers - or any of the users who had appeared in the DVD. Olga advised that all
copy for the next issue of PRagmatic needs to reach her by 1 September 2009. She
does not mind unpolished contributions, as she will edit copy and pass articles back
to contributors for their agreement prior to publication. Recommendations on good
websites for ‘Web bits’ are always welcome. And more examples of good practice in
user partnerships to follow Colin and Hugh’s piece in issue 3 would be good to have.
Action: All to submit copy for PRagmatic to Olga by 1 September 2009
7.7 De-selection of user reviewers
Olga advised that a number of user reviewers had been “de-selected” but had not
been informed of this. Olga felt that reviewers should be advised if there is doubt
about their suitability following their performance on a review, but should also be
given a reason why, and be supported in changing any behaviour, which had been
found unhelpful. A key component of Cancer Peer Review is learning and
development for all. Olga recommended a national code of conduct so that reviewers
are aware of what is acceptable and what is not. The absence of openness with user
reviewers was giving peer review a bad name. Comments such as “I wouldn’t bother
with it, they train you and you do a review and then you never hear from them again”
are deterring would-be user applicants. Stephen pointed out that it was not just user
reviewers who had been de-selected and confirmed that he would raise the issue with
the Quality Directors.
Action: Stephen to raise the issue of de-selection or Reviewers with Quality
Directors
8

Presentation of NCPR colorectal findings
Stephen gave a presentation regarding the findings of NCPR colorectal reviews. A
short article on this was included in issue 3 of PRagmatic.
He followed the presentation with an outline of proposed future joint clinical reference
groups between the National Cancer Intelligence Network (NCIN) and Cancer Peer
Review (CPR). There was a need to take things forward and look at what action is
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taken in the light of the data collected from peer review and other sources of
intelligence.
Hugh asked what percentage of units could expect a re-visit. Stephen said that he
thought all units with compliance below 50% would be re-visited.
John advised he is now a patient member of the NICE Colorectal Management and
Rehabilitation Guidance Development Group and asked to share the information
Stephen presented with NICE. Stephen advised that as all the information was in the
public domain, he would be happy for John to share it with NICE.
A copy of Stephen’s presentation is attached to these minutes.
9

Report on National Steering Group meeting 24/3/09 and advice on upcoming
agenda 1/7/09, including priorities to report from NUSG
Joan reported on the National Steering Group meeting she had attended as an
NUSG representative on 24 March.

There had been an excellent presentation by the National Cancer Intelligence
Network. The NCIN has high quality information retrieval, but this is not
available to either G.P.s or patients as they are not employees of the NHS.
Concern was expressed by Joan and others at the effect on patient choice and
the role of the G. P. as honest broker or expert advisor.
A second item had addressed the establishment of Clinical Reference
Groups. This should provide good clinical engagement on issues raised by
reviews and would be especially useful for rarer cancers. It would also alert
Peer Review to key clinical issues with a view to revising measures.
Stephen observed that it may be possible to have a user representative on
clinical reference groups.
Post this meeting, Ruth confirmed that user representation will be included.
Stephen reported that a major item for 1 July will be to consider plans for The
National Steering Group and National Cancer Intelligence working together as a joint
group, and there has been a suggestion that the group could be lead jointly by Teresa
Moss (NCPR) and Mick Peake (NCIN).
The Group supported the proposal to raise three topics from the NUSG for their
standing item on the NSG agenda at the 1 July meeting.
1. The NUSG Annual Report, to be tabled.
2. A showing in full of the DVD: “Are you for peer review?”
3. Alerting members to the content of Hugh’s Issues Paper and its purpose.

10 Evaluation of meeting
Two members had volunteered to give feedback at the end of the meeting as is our
custom.
Colin:
Good meeting and mix of items on agenda
Discussion around new membership to the group was a bit “round the houses”
Variety of subjects and felt that Hugh’s paper was very good
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The venue was excellent
DVD good.
John:
Congratulated Olga on her skill of “thinking on her feet” re co-opted member
Hugh’s paper – enviable command of English language, but was concerned “sets an
Olympic ideal but many still organising school team”
Liked the DVD but suggested adding information about the reviewers
Venue excellent
Small turn-out for group but good for group work.
Stephen commented that the choice of venue had arisen due to the lack of a rent-free
room at Wellington House, and that costs of relocating to a hotel venue would be
prohibitive.

11 Dates of future meetings
Members are requested to log these dates in their diaries and keep them clear of
other peer review engagements.
22/9/09;
8/12/09;
16/3/10;
22/6/10;
21/9/10;
7/12/10
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SUMMARY OF ACTION POINTS FROM NUSG MEETING 23 JUNE
2009
Note: numbers below refer to items in the minutes.

2.1 Stephen to make enquiries for a Nurse Director representative to join the
Group.
5. 1. Olga to circulate the annual report to zonal offices, with a request to send it
out to all zonal user reviewers.
2. Jeanette and Colin to send the report to all user facilitators nationally.
3. Ruth to arrange for the Report and NUSG minutes from June 2009 to be put
on CQuINS.
6. 1. Olga to liaise with absent NUSG members to invite them to join a working
group.
2. A standing item to be included on progress on each work stream on NUSG
agendas.
7.1 Colin and Jeanette to draft a proforma to use for audit of user reviewers
involved in internal assessment.
7.2 1. Stephen to check on availability of recruitment leaflet.
2. Stephen to check on status of and responsibility for the user database
7.3 Stephen to request via zonal offices the agreement of new zonal user
reviewers to share their contact details with NUSG
7.4 Stephen to put the proposal for a standing User Issues item on ZAGs’
agendas to the new national executive team.
7.6 All to submit copy for PRagmatic to Olga by 1 September 2009
7.7 Stephen to raise the issue of de-selection or reviewers with Quality Directors
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